
Endless sea. 

 
The sea beyond Bojador is open, now. But it could be also closed – fechado, in Portuguese 
– and it could become a kind of Portuguese fief. Vessels with the red cross of the Order of 
Christ  and the royal blazon on their sails control the routes; feitorias – agencies—located 
in the strategic points, accumulate, store and send goods --spices in particular-- towards 
Europe; what costs three in India costs ten times more at Lisbon and thirty times more at 
Antwerp; the Crown, in Portugal, becomes richer and richer. An impossible dream?   
Not for Dom João II. Got rid of too much powerful nobles – the duke of Bragança, the duke 
of Viseu—and confiscated their wealth, filled the state coffers, strengthened his own power, 
he looks at the sea. He is no longer “the lord of the roads of Portugal”, but o Principe 
Perfeito ( the Perfect Prince), the ideal sovereign whom Niccolò Machiavelli, the Italian 
author of De principatibus , even known as “The Prince”, would have liked. In his 
presence, the nobles must genuflect. Impressive like a promontory, his arms crossed, he 
defies , in the Pessoa’s verses, the mysteries  and the secrets of the unknown sea.  
At first he sends, by land, Pero de Covilhã and Afonso de Paiva to look for the legendary 
kingdom of the Priest John ( Preste João); then he sends, by sea, Diogo Cão, a squire of his 
house, along the Gil Eanes’ route beyond Bojador, till to the mouth of the Congo River, till 
to the current Namibia. To point his arrival on the lands that he reaches, Diogo Cão leaves 
a stone with at the top a cross. His example will be followed by those who will come after 
him. Every stone ( in Portuguese, Padrão) shows the royal insignia ( As Quinas, the 
Shields), the sovereign’s name and the navigator’s name.  
In the Pessoa’s poem Padrão, Diogo Cão tells: 
 
E ao imenso e possìvel Oceano 
Ensinham as Quinas que aquì ves 
Que o mar com fim serà grego ou romano, 
o mar sem fim è portugues.  
 
And to wide and possible Ocean, 
Those Shields that you are seeing teach now 
That the sea with an end will be  Roman or Greek, 
The endless sea is  Portuguese.   
 
And a little bit Italian, if we want. A young Genoese sailor, long time resident in Portugal, 
lives and has his family in Lisbon. He has got an idea: reaching the East by sailing towards 
the West. His Portuguese name is Cristóvão Colombo ( Christopher Columbus, in English; 
Cristoforo Colombo in Italian). He asks the king for a hearing. Dom João receives him,  
listens to him, but he does not shell out a penny for that “absurd” and “ impossible” 
enterprise. A blunder, in hindsight.   
But America -- for the moment, at least --  does not interest to the Principe Perfeito. Even 
though he knew its existence surely. Dom João does not want shortcuts: he is looking and 
wanting the normal way to India.  He is aware he is about to get it. His sailors are sailing 
further and further away, defying waves and storms, sailing not by chance but pursuing a 
precise plan and day by day they are making new progresses. They are courageous and 
aware they are accomplishing , in the name of their king, a historical mission. Are you 
asking me who I am and who sends me here? replies to the marine monster the helmsman 
–Portuguese, of course – in the Pessoa’s verses. Here, at my place, são mais do que eu,  I 
am more than a helmsman: I am representing a Nation which is eager to conquer the sea, 
that sea, till this moment your uncontested sea. And I sail forward. 
Thus, why to sail west, if the promise land , the land of ardente especiaria , of the valued 
and very lucrative spices, of the cinnamon , of the pepper, of the nutmeg is there, at your 



fingertips? Dom João puts his attention on the African way to India. He wants the spices, 
the so expensive spices. And he wants to deprive the Arab and Venetian  merchants  of the 
monopoly of them. For the moment, the Preste João’s kingdom, the Columbus’ dream and 
the crusade against the Infidels can wait.   
He is lucky. Along the route opened by Gil Eanes and Diogo Cão, beyond Bojador, another 
squire of his house, Bartolomeu Dias, passed beyond the current Namibia, falls into a 
terrible storm in the open sea for nearly three weeks. When the storm is over, Dias, 
logically, heads east to recuperate the original route and to find again the African coast. 
But the coast appears to be missing. The Portuguese caravels, then, change their direction 
and head north. After some days of navigation, the land comes in sight. It is the extreme  
point of Africa, the so feared Cape of the Storms.  Reached and outdone by chance or, in 
the misfortune, by sheer luck. But reached and outdone: now the way to India is open. On 
those lands some African men and women are disembarked. They had arrived previously 
to Lisbon following Diogo Cão returning from one of his voyages. They are well dressed 
and well fed: they should say every possible good of Portugal to the local inhabitants.  
After the Bartolomeu Dias’ return ( 1487), Dom João does not waste his time. He plans an 
expedition beyond the Cape of the Storms ( now renamed Cape of Good Hope), but other 
events prevent  a quickly fulfilment of his plan. The heir to the throne, the sixteen year old 
Afonso, the only son of the Principe Perfeito, dies falling from his horse in a mysterious 
circumstance. 
For the king, the death of Afonso is not only a unspeakable  sorrow: it is also a sensitive 
political issue. Without direct heirs, Dom João is compelled to designate as his own 
successor the brother of his wife, Manuel, related with the duke of Viseu. Is the designed 
heir going to continue his policy or is  he going to reject it? 
And meanwhile, many Castilian  Jewish citizens are crowding at the borders. Expelled 
from the kingdom of Castile, they ask for hospitality in Portugal. They are ready to pay for 
their stay. What to do? Accepting them, with the risk to create economical and religious 
problems? Rejecting them and renouncing to easy and, above all, necessary money? Dom 
João chooses a compromise solution: the temporary stay. The Spanish Jews can  enter 
Portugal, but they can not stay in Portugal for more than eight months, two hundred forty 
days. More than fifty thousand Jews enter Portugal. Many of them leave almost 
immediately  Portugal to Flanders or to elsewhere; others, expired the eight months, are 
jailed. The richest ones buy their freedom and the faculty to remain in Portugal. They will 
help the Portuguese economy, but they will be subject, years later,  of forms  of intolerance.  
In addition, Cristóvão Colombo comes back from his “absurd” and “ impossible” voyage 
and stops at Lisbon. It is a hard blow for the Principe Perfeito, but it is also the occasion to 
claim, according to the Alcaçovas’ treaty, the rights of Portugal on the lands situated south 
of the Canarias Islands, included the lands reached by the Genoese navigator. Isabel of 
Castile , of course, disagrees and the relationships between the two kingdoms become 
tense. The impasse is overcome a couple of years later. Alexander ( Alejandro) Borja, 
Spanish Pope sixth in this name, with a specific bulla, divides, from pole to pole, the world 
in two parts: the eastern part belongs to Portugal, the western one belongs to Castile. 
With the treaty of Tordesillas (1494), Dom João and Isabel accept this solution, with some 
revisions. The meridian separating the two spheres of influence, for example, is moved 
more westwards than originally planned. The Portuguese king himself wants this change. 
His sailors have told him about terrestrial birds flying over the open sea, about branches 
floating in open sea, about other tracks of the existence of a land somewhere west of 
Lisbon. This time he has trusted in those tales and he has been right: that land, for Pedro 
Alvares Cabral, will be A Terra da Vera Cruz ( the Land of the True Cross); for those who 
will come after him, O Brasil, Brazil. 
 
 


